- Agenda -

**European Intelligence Oversight Network**

**Workshop on control tools**

Friday, 10 May 2019 | 8:30 – 16:30

Stiftung Neue Verantwortung | Berliner Freiheit 2, 10785 Berlin, Germany

8:30 – 9:00  **Welcome and Registration**

9:00 – 9:15  **Introduction & Tour de table**

  Sebastian Rieger (Member of the Managing Board, SNV)
  Thorsten Wetzling (Project lead EION, SNV)

09:15 – 9:45  **Session I: Control innovation in another policy field**

  ● (Semi-)automated auditing of the police's use of a new cross-system information analysis tool
  ● Questions & answers

9:45 - 11:00  **Session II: Further ideas for oversight innovation**

  ● Group discussion on discussion paper
  ● Feedback and open questions

11:00 - 11:15  **Coffee Break**

11:15 - 12:30  **Session II continued**

  ● Group discussion on control tools
  ● Voting on most relevant control tools

12:30 – 13:30  **Lunch**
13:30 – 15:00  
**Session III: Practitioners’ impulses on oversight methods & challenges**  
- Opportunities and challenges for executive control of the BND  
- Risk assessments in intelligence oversight  
- Industry perspective on oversight challenges  
- Questions and group discussion

15:00 – 15:15  
Coffee Break

15:15 – 16:00  
**Session IV: Working groups on implementation**  
- Identifying processes and work agenda for effective use of new analysis tools in intelligence oversight  
- Next steps

16:00 – 16:30  
**Conclusion**  
- Next workshop  
- Feedback